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**Current**

**Draft proposal**
Fields 2 and 12: 4 Customs Offices are added
Fields to reduce: main focus
Pour usage officiel and Field 7: fields sizes are reduced and pushed to the right side of the page
Fields 5, 6 and 8: are pushed to the left side of the page.
The inscription GOODS MANIFEST under former field 7 becomes diagonal and overwrites text in fields 12, 11 and 16.
Fields 13, 14, 15, and 17: are automatically enlarged.
- Field 3: size is reduced

- Pour usage official and Field 7: fields sizes are reduced and pushed to the right side of the page

- Fields 5, 6 and 8: are pushed to the left side of the page.

- The inscription GOODS MANIFEST under former field 7 becomes diagonal and overwrites text in fields 12, 11 and 16.

- Fields 13, 14, 15, and 17: are automatically enlarged.
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